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Making everything  
simply sound better.

People and surroundings
enjoy a rich and vivid Surround Sound  
experience that seamlessly connects you  
to the people around you.
 
Your essential communication devices
Get strong, wireless connections to devices like 
your Tv, cell phone, computer, and stereo.  
No wires, cables, or extra, uncomfortable 
accessories to wear. 
 
Your individual needs and preferences
Count on a hearing instrument that was carefully 
crafted to meet your individual needs, and has 
moisture protection that works for every lifestyle.

 “The closest thing to what I imagine good  
hearing is, for people without hearing loss.”

- Hearing instrument user on the quality of Surround Sound by ReSound

 “It has made such a huge difference.  
How did people live without them?” 
- Severely hearing-impaired patient on ReSound Alera

 “Compared to other hearing aids,  
they are second to none.”  

- Long-time hearing aid user

ReSound Alera® offers better,  
more natural sound, to keep  
you connected...

ReSound® provides excellent sound by 

offering innovative hearing solutions that 

combine original thinking and design 

with solid technology – all based on 

deep audiological insight and a profound 

understanding of the hearing impaired.  

Now, ReSound Unite® raises the bar 

again with a family of wireless accessories 

that deliver strong, invisible connections.  

gnresound.com/alera

Your hearing healthcare professional:

ReSound Alera® products are only available 
through your local, independent hearing  
healthcare professional.



It’s never been easier to connect

ReSound Unite® is a series of easy-to-use wireless accessories 

that deliver clear, comfortable and dependable connections 

from your ReSound Alera hearing instruments to essential audio 

devices.  Utilizing 2.4 GHz wireless technology, ReSound Unite 

accessories deliver clear sound over a long range with minimal 

delay. 

Alera resists moisture

iSolate™ nanotech, a special moisture protection technology, 
guards every vital component of your hearing instruments 
against moisture. As a result, liquid simply beads up and rolls off 
when it comes in contact with ReSound Alera. iSolate nanotech 
protects your hearing instrument from corrosion or damage due 
to moisture or sweat during physical activities, creating a device 
that lasts.

Customized to your needs and preferences

•  A choice of colors and models

•  Models with wireless connectivity

•  Personalized settings to match your lifestyle

Alera is simply better

Alera’s powerful technology makes it simple to use and delivers 
personalized settings that ensure your comfort throughout the 
day. You’ll be amazed at how ReSound Alera automatically 
adjusts to your changing sound environments. 
 
ReSound Alera easily connects to your Tv, stereo, computer 
and cell phone. Using 2.4 GHz technology, a clear wireless 
signal streams audio directly to your hearing instruments, 
without wearing anything extra around your neck.

Note: Wireless capabilities depend 
on which ReSound Alera model you 
choose. The relevant ReSound 
Unite wireless accessories are 
required.

*without wireless options

ReSound Unite® Mini Microphone
•  Sends a speaker’s voice or streaming audio—directly into the  
  hearing instruments

•  extends the hearing range beyond the reach of any hearing  
  instrument, in a wealth of situations

•  Small and lightweight; clips on to lapel without the need for extra  
  devices or cables

•  8.5 hours of talk time; range of up to 20 feet

ReSound Unite® TV
•   Transmits sound directly from your Tv to your hearing instruments•

•  Allows you to hear what’s going on around you while watching Tv

•	Reconnects automatically when you move out of range and  
  return within 5 minutes

ReSound Unite® Phone Clip 
•			Compatible with any Bluetooth®-enabled phone

•   Sends sound from phone to hearing instruments within 3 feet

•   Small and lightweight; clips on to clothing or a car’s sun visor

•   4–5 hours of talk time, 100 hours of standby time

ReSound Unite® Remote Control
•  Clear LCD display provides an easy overview of hearing   
 instrument settings

•  Can be used to change hearing instrument programs, adjust  
 volume and start streaming to other ReSound Unite devices

•  Key lock makes it possible to carry in a pocket or bag without  
 accidentally changing settings

 

A family of products that simply sound better 
Introducing ReSound Alera®, a platform of hearing instruments 
that provide superior sound quality and powerful, versatile, 
cutting-edge technologies that are easy to use.

Alera sounds better 
The exceptional computational power of ReSound Alera  
makes advanced hearing improvement features possible.  
Alera technology is modeled on how the ear naturally hears  
and offers robust features that provide a better, more natural 
sound experience.

•	exceptionally rich sound 

•	Full awareness of the individual sounds around you

•	Improved ability to locate where sounds are coming from

•	Clear sound and complete comfort when using the phone 
and listening to music

•	Better understand speech, even with background noise

•	Whistle-free sound, whether you’re on the phone, or 
hugging someone

Imagine you’re deep in conversation and there’s a lot going 
on. This is the time when you’ll really appreciate our rich sound 
and clarity. It’s the Surround Sound experience found in  
ReSound Alera.

Behind-the-Ear Receiver-in-the-Ear

Remote Microphone Custom

Traditional Custom*
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